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This powerful book is the ultimate guide on how best to create real happiness in your life,
through finding, cultivating, and activating gratitude no matter what your life circumstances
may be.FLIP The Gratitude Switch is merely a MASTERPIECE! that solitary moment when you
decide that you wish to stop taking into consideration the life you have to be living and
ACTUALLY START LIVING IT! also to do it in a manner that will change the trajectory you will
ever have. This book will show you how to make gratitude something you don't just something
you FEEL, and how to change your life quickly, just and permanently as a result."D, Speaker,
Author of Positivity Psychologist".. and it's a book that the globe has needed for a long time."....
It's not what happens to us that defines and designs our lives - it's how exactly we CHOOSE to
respond to the things that come our way. This highly anticipated new book will show you that
the life you want will be a lot nearer than you imagine.This book is 5 Stars for certain.". and it's
you!Do you want to create achievement out of failing?Do you want to feel hopeful about the
future?Would you like your human relationships to grow and thrive?Do you want to live an
abundant life regardless of what?Then it is time to stop concentrating on the things that
happen TO YOU and begin being thankful IN YOUR CURRENT CIRCUMSTANCES, whatever
they might be.As a Ghostwriter, I've written lots of books (like, a whole lot), and I've never
really had one that's also come CLOSE to changing my life in the manner that Kevin's has.As
you who who has browse countless books on person advancement - and learned tons from
many of them - I rank this book among the most essential ever!. You can start re-writing your
story instantly - and guarantee it has a happy ending - by just FLIPping the Gratitude Change
with the easy 4-step FLIP Formulation! I feel therefore blessed to have already been in a
position to read this reserve.-Bob Burg, Co-author of The Move Giver" This will become among
those books that goes down in history as a must go through.Hal Elrod says, " Having kids with
disabilities isn’ve already applied the FLIP a number of occasions and it has really produced
an impact..Everyone must read this book."-Rob Shallenberger, CEO of Becoming YOUR VERY
BEST Global Leadership"The principle of gratitude is quickly gaining support in the
psychological literature as the starting point for each life improvement. Kevin Clayson
understands this in a manner that is not only psychologically audio and accurate, but also
refreshingly genuine and immediately applicable."-Paul H. Jenkins, Ph.This is the definitive
'gratitude how-to guide,' a timeless classic. No matter where you are right now or where
you've been. It is possible to ask my hubby, my parents, and my kids..All it requires is one FLIP.
I'm a transformed woman because of this publication. And I'll continually be grateful for Kevin
and for the chance to focus on this publication that he poured his soul into."-Jennifer Lill
Brown, Ghostwriter, Author, Freelance Article writer, Mom" There is only one person who gets
to decide how content and contented you are feeling, how meaningful your associations are,
how much control you possess over your daily life, and how much success you possess. I’
Reid, Author - Think and Grow Rich Series" -Greg S.t a simple task, it is a TRUE blessing and I
am so grateful for my little twin angels, the Lord knew I needed them, and being able to find
the frustration then search for something good is something I’m always doing. Adding the
additional techniques of Kevin’s formula is acquiring things to a complete new level for me!
This reserve is a casino game changer and lifestyle changing!" It felt as though Kevin was



person- ally there reading it if you ask me.”-Michele Wright, Mom of 4Learn the easy 4-step
Formulation that may change the trajectory you will ever have, and the one secret that may
make gratitude much more than an emotion that you feel every once in awhile.
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Buy this for all those you like who are struggling or desire a better life We was skeptical.! The
author has written something masterful. If you want parables just like the Alchemist, there is a
parable. Go through it. The FLIP formula for turning around a poor situation is SUPER simple,
but VERY effective and effective. I've stubbed my toe, gotten stuck in traffic, &I LOVE this
book!.. My 18yr old then living in dread while attempting to enlist in military ended up heading
g to live with my sister claims away.!You will be glad and "grateful" you did! The steps to
FLIPping the Gratitude change are in terms that everyone will get! Among the things I enjoy
do is talk about books that friends of mine have got written.because I have already been using
it myself!.) I experienced a chance to meet the author and he had a really difficult experience
that gave him the chance to develop this formula.One such publication is is authored by my
friend and fellow speaker Kevin Clayson!Kevin has written the PHENOMENAL book "FLIP the
Gratitude Change: A Simple Formula to Change the Trajectory of Your Life" . even hurt my
back therefore badly that I was bedridden.! It works! I have been dropped in darkness and
despair not able to work for the last few months following my 19yr old child getting forcibly
admitted to a mental crisis facility and being identified as having schizophrenia.In working with
clients in both their personal and professional lives I know people want a thing that can help
them in the "right here and now" to deal with the stresses they face day in and day trip.Kevin's
F. I had the fantastic fortune of hearing the audio book before I purchased the paperback
version.We. Everyone needs a way to check out life in a far more positive perspective!formula
is one such strategy. It is simple, easy to learn and easy to apply (you can learn it and
commence applying immediately after getting instructed in the techniques. Formula for
SUPER happiness!.which also doesn't take long).The book is approximately the power of
gratitude and how you can apply it in your everyday life to change how you think, feel and
approach lifestyle..Kevin's FLIP formula offers you a method to practice, use and feel the
power of gratitude in what I actually call the "every-day-ness of life", those little (and big)
frustrations that people experience day in and day out.As I read about and learn his FLIP
technique We kept thinking "Yes!!" (but pleased you did Kevin!)Now I teach, teach and coach
about gratitude, joy and happiness - and I am on the point of execute a major teaching on joy
in the very near future. I wanted something that would enable people to immediately practice
the concepts I'd become teaching.With Kevin's F.) I acquired the amazing opportunity to listen
to the audio publication before reading this book and I understood within 5 MINUTES of the
audio that this was a different book.I.P. formula I now have a means of assisting people and
clients to use what I show and train in an exceedingly succinct, yet effective way! Even though
you don't observe how this could be helpful, the writer lists a large number of practical good
examples on seemingly horrible stuff in life can be turned around using F-L-I-P and Flipping
the Gratitude Switch.This book has absolutely changed my perspective on gratitude and is a
MUST read for anyone that's struggling with being grateful. It really is a great read, simple, not
really encumbered with a whole lot of boring information, however fun and profound .As a
matter of known fact don't let the simplicity of the F.L. Read this publication if you want more
pleasure in your life Kevin Clayson comes with an infectiously positive personality that comes
through in every word this individual speaks.P. #Gratifuel LOVE THIS Reserve!..it works and
works effectively (I understand....)!Kevin my pal you did a great job in writing this book and We
am happy to be able to recommend it to others!As a matter of known fact I have a difficult
duplicate. This is a fairly simple idea that has not made its way right into a reserve before but
had a need to.. but at least I know about it now and I am confident that if you will apply the
methods and concepts in this book each day can be awesome!I just do that for books I really,



really like!!!Folks...buy it. He is a great storyteller and there is never a dull moment even when
he is exceeding research and statistics on the research of gratitude. Whether you certainly are
a perpetual pessimist who must make a 180 degree turn on your daily life outlook, or a happy-
go-lucky cheerful bloke who just wants another technique to stay positive, you need to read
this book.read it. Such a simple concept and yet so powerful.& most importantly Practice it!I
intend to buy this for all those I care about in my life and also some for strangers that see
struggling. If you are having troubles with being Grateful for things (or know of anyone that
is)....this is essential read book! We met Kevin via social media mostly because I was curious if
he was linked to me. This is an AMAZING book!THEREFORE I highly, recommend this book.. I
was bitter and angry at the globe. I just wish I experienced known concerning this concept
then;and I am getting the KIndle edition also!Kevin lays it out masterfully with great
illustrations and practical tips and it had been just enjoyable to learn. The amount of books
that I have read from beginning to result in my lifetime could be counted on two hands and
this made that list! If you don't like parables (I'm not the biggest fan), it is possible to skip it and
still get tremendous worth out the reserve....and more importantly talk about it with others!
How wonderful the world will be if we all resided our lives daily with an Attitude of Gratitude!.
Th 1st light in the darkness that's been in me flickered. Yes, I'm telling you the perfect stranger
that you will be happier and discover so much benefit from this publication. I don't normally do
the motivational/self-help books but I am ALL about this book! Gratitude may be the key.L. I
really like the light! Kevin's terms are inspired. This is not an elaborate book with a
complicated formula.. It's just a little modify and however it takes a lot of practice to be truly
proficient at incorporating it into how you live. This book is AMAZING! FLIPPING intended for
FLIPping the Gratitude Change!L. Still working on that part but I am so glad that people
connected and could discover out about this amazing book. A simple, yet effective way for
practicing Gratitude! That is my most favorite Personal Development book! Completely life
changing for me after simply the first few chapters! I have been recommending it to my team!
I recommend this book! One of the great things of this book, is that it is divided into sections:
parables, personal tales, etc.. Within the 1st few chapters my change was flipped and I began
speaking out to myself the countless things I had to be grateful for . Immediately life
changing!! Guy, I desire I had considered this!! I've found myself using the FLIP formula daily
and it truly is amazing!And here is why: as a corporate trainer, Emotional Success Coach and
pastor I am constantly looking for basic, workable strategies that may truly help people to shift
their thinking and emotional states in as little time as you possibly can. That preceded her
being arrested after attacking her 18yr old sister and my needing to be the main one to call
police.and then I used the concepts in the book to turn my perspective around and be
grateful. I have been crushed and in that dark place trying cope with what has experienced
like the loss of both my daughter's nearly at once.so no matter the way you absorb things, you
will gain great knowledge from the book! PLEASE buy this book! I went to rest at peace for the
very first time in weeks and woke up feeling g grateful and excited for your day to come. I
completed the publication and I'm so excited and hopeful!! I've already shared it with family
and my daughter's. I could just feel it. Excelent book! Much of the text made me smile, the
audio a lot more. Highly recommended. Discover gratitude not "grief" in lifestyle!P. I had a
chance to put this used with a flooded basement. (I get new carpeting, don't have to paint
ourselves, all the stuff for my garage area sale has already been In the garage area, etc. I have
been hearing for years the significance of gratitude but I didn't quite obtain it.books that I feel
are really good and can really make a difference in the lives of others.! Awesome!. (I also don't



normally recommend books to strangers either, but yes I really like this book so very much
that I am recommending it for you! It is a choice that we make, everyday.I. It is possible to tell
that this book is actually his interest and his objective and that he genuinely wants to spread a
note of joy and of finding what's positive in life. There is nothing inherently groundbreaking
about how being grateful in existence is preferable to being an ingrate. Hundreds of books
and content articles have been written on the subject matter. However, Kevin's strategy and
excitement for the topic provide a fresh and basic way to look on the shiny side of every
moment in life. If you are choosing between your written version of the text and the audio
version, be kind to yourself and pay attention to Kevin narrate his message... formula fool you.
LOVED THIS Reserve! Kevin Clayson techniques his method of incorporating gratitude into
your daily life from different directions, at least one of that ought to resonate with anyone.
Excelent book on how to basically snap oneself out of negative pondering. Recommend for
EVERYONE! Five Stars Changing my family's lives simply by FLIPing the switch every day!
Kevin manages to flip (no pun intended) how you consider and implement the usage of a
simple word in your daily life. This Book Will Change Your Life Know that I don't throw those
terms around openly or casually...gratitude. Before finishing the audio book I started to apply
the concepts and found so very much awesome in my life. While I cannot say I'm there
(however), being influenced by this book and implementing the useful lessons it teaches
provides made an environment of difference in my own life. In the end, it's about perspective,
which in the big scheme of factors, determines how you find where you're currently at in life
and where you think you're able to go. This book imparts an extremely powerful message, one
that we all should be available to receiving.Gratitude has been shown to become a major
emotional state that greatly enhances one's pleasure and happiness, one's subjective well-
being in addition to positively impacting one's behavior. About 2 years ago I was in an
exceedingly dark place and was not grateful for ANYTHING.with gratitude.
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